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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Investigating Model Solution Correctness for
Parameter Uncertainty in Both Objective Function
and Constraints
Shangyao Yan*, Sin-Siang Wang, Chun-Yi Wang
Department of Civil Engineering, National Central University, Taoyuan 32001, Taiwan, R.O.C

Abstract
Parameter uncertainty, which may arise due to changes in the environment or human error, may be incorporated into
the objective function and the constraints in an optimization model. However, to simplify the modeling, the values of
these parameters are usually set or projected as deterministic values. It is no wonder that the modelling results based on
these inaccurate parameters are neither correct nor reliable. Thus, it is important to examine the correctness of the model
results in relation to parameter uncertainty. This study aims to analyze solution correctness in relation to different
degrees of parameter uncertainty for the parameters in the objective function and the constraints, speciﬁcally for a
project scheduling model. To examine the relationship between the solution correctness, the parameter uncertainty and
the solution tolerance error, we conduct a numerical experiment including a number of different scenarios, each associated with a degree of uncertainty for all parameters in both the objective function and the constraints. Finally, the
regression technique is adopted to more efﬁciently analyze the relationship between model input error, solution
tolerance error and model output error, by estimating equations representative of their relationship. The obtained results
and ﬁndings could be useful for the planners to apply any optimization models, including maritime transport optimization models, and to design solution algorithms in practice.
Keywords: Solution correctness, Parameter uncertainty, Optimization model, Regression

1. Introduction

O

ptimization models are a good tool for decision makers to solve complicated optimization problems, such as maritime transport
optimization problems, in practice. Based on the
given parameters with the constraints and the
objective for a problem, mathematical optimization applies an exact solution algorithm
embedded in a complicated combinational analysis of variable values to choose the best solution
from among numerous feasible combinations of
variable values. Because all model inputs synthetically affect the model output, the effects of

the parameters on the model output are
extremely complicated.
To effectively apply an optimization model,
related parameters are required. However, the parameters calculated or estimated in the real world
may not be correct due to environmental stochasticity or human error. It is quite difﬁcult to accurately calculate uncertain parameter values without
errors. When uncertain parameters are applied in
an optimization model, the solution may not be
correct. The main reason for this is that the existence
of model input errors will cause the occurrence of
model output errors, which is the “blind spot” for
the successful application of optimization models.
Furthermore, the decision maker may not know that
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the “optimal” decision made when a model solution
contains errors is inappropriate. Additionally, the
gap between the solution obtained from an optimization model with uncertain parameters and the
real optimal solution for the model is unknown. If
the gap is signiﬁcantly large, then the so-called
optimal solution is not meaningful. If so, a solution
obtained from an approximation solution algorithm
with an acceptable solution tolerance error might be
more useful than the solution gained from an optimization model with uncertain parameters. In the
past, this type of situation has rarely been discussed,
but further work is indeed needed to understand
the practical applications of optimization models,
and how to design better optimization models and
approximation solution algorithms.
A number of methods have been used in the past
to estimate suitable parameter values for optimization model applications. Methods adopted for
evaluating uncertain parameters include grey prediction, data mining, robust optimization, artiﬁcial
neural networks, machine learning, fuzzy sets, stochastic programming and so on. For instance, see
Refs. [1e17]. However, the solutions obtained in
past studies were mainly evaluated by comparing
them with the best solutions found previously
because the true optimal solutions cannot be obtained from models with uncertain parameters. In
other words, the solution performance for such a
model, even one obtained with any of the aforementioned approaches, cannot be objectively evaluated, because there are still errors in the effective
solutions.
Variance-based sensitivity analysis has also been
used for assessing the importance of model inputs
when there are probability distributions associated
with each input to quantify the relative contribution
of uncertainty from different sources [18]. Moreover,
the variance decomposition method, coupled with
variance-based sensitivity analysis, has been proposed as a means to efﬁciently examine the effect of
an individual model input on the model output with
input independence [19]. However, sensitivity
analysis has only been efﬁciently carried out for
linear programming models with changes in one
parameter, which are known as optimization
models. Two types of parametric programming
analysis for linear programming models have been
developed to examine continuous decreasing/
increasing changes in a set of parameters (e.g., see
Hiller and Lieberman, [20]). No efﬁcient approach
has yet been developed for performing sensitivity
analysis of linear programming models or integer
programming models, with simultaneous changes

in two or more parameters, such as Chen et al.'s [21]
model.
There have been some studies that utilize
approximation solution algorithms with a solution
tolerance error to increase the solution efﬁciency of
models that include uncertain parameters. For
instance, see Refs. [22e30]. Although the solution
efﬁciency obtained is good, the effect of various
solution tolerance errors on model solutions with
input errors has not been discussed. The complicated combinatorial analysis of variable values from
an exact solution algorithm and a heuristic algorithm could result in a gap between the optimal
solution and approximate solution. Furthermore, if
the model parameters contain errors, then this gap
will be distorted, and since the changes in both solutions are unknown, the superiority of the
“optimal” solution over the “heuristic” solution may
not hold. It is necessary to obtain a better understanding of the gap based on the given parameter
uncertainty and solution tolerance error.
There are basically two types of factors causing
uncertainty of parameters in a model: uncontrollable and controllable. Uncontrollable factors are the
result of nonhuman behavior. For instance, discrepancies in information between the supply and
demand sides are considered to be an uncontrollable factor. Such discrepancies will cause differences
between the currently estimated uncertain parameter values and those estimated in the future,
meaning that the estimated values will include errors. Random error is the error of uncertain
parameter values caused by uncontrollable factors.
Controllable factors, on the other hand, arise from
human behavior. For instance, carelessness when
gathering or processing data is considered to be a
controllable factor. Some data utilized to estimate
uncertain parameter values may thus be incorrect,
implying that the estimated values will include errors. Uncertain parameter value error caused by
controllable factors is deﬁned as controllable error.
Neither type of error can be ignored when implementing any numerical estimation or measurement
experiments, for example, those carried out in
general physics, according to Weltner et al. [31].
Uncontrollable error can be caused by interference
factors during the experimental period, such as
changes in air pressure, temperature or shocks.
Controllable error on the other hand can be caused
by discrepancies in the measurement instruments
or approaches. Weltner et al. [31] also mentioned
that both types of error have a notable effect on the
accuracy of the measurement results. The uncertain
parameter values in engineering optimization
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models may also contain both random and
controllable errors. Therefore, the effects of these
types of error in uncertain parameter values on the
model solution must be evaluated to avoid making
unsuitable decisions when solving such models.
An optimization model usually contains parameters in both the objective function and the constraints. In real world practices there may be
uncertainty involved in both types of parameters.
Recently, we developed an experimental method to
evaluate solution errors from optimization models
in which uncertain parameters were included in the
objective function [32] and in the constraints [33],
respectively. However, the results of error analysis
for one type of uncertain parameters may differ
from the results of error analysis for two types of
uncertain parameters where a combined effect is
usually incurred. Recently we thus conducted a
prior study of error analysis for both types of uncertain parameters [34] and the test results preliminarily demonstrated the combined effect.
Therefore, in this study, referring to Yan et al. [34]
we develop an approach for a complete correctness
evaluation, assuming uncertain parameters in both
the objective function and the constraints for a
project scheduling model. Different random and
controllable error scenarios, with different solution
tolerance error settings are used to understand the
designs and the applications of optimization models
and approximation solution algorithms. In cases
where the model constraints contain errors due to
uncertain parameter values there may be no feasible
solution. The main reason for this being estimation
errors in the parameter values for the constraints
may alter the constraint set to become an empty set,
resulting in infeasibility of the model. To obtain a
feasible solution under this condition, the model has
to be modiﬁed, as discussed in Section 4. In addition, the regression technique is adopted to
construct equations which represent the relationships between input errors, solution tolerances and
solution correctness (i.e., output errors).
To sum up, the main contributions of the study are:
(1) A method is proposed and an experiment performed to examine the inﬂuence of controllable
and random errors leading to uncertain parameter values on the output of a project scheduling
model where uncertain parameter values exist in
both the objective function and the constraints.
The method can also be applied to other optimization models, including maritime transport
optimization models. A modiﬁed model is also
developed to ensure model feasibility for performing all tests.
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(2) Extensive tests are conducted to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method for models
containing input errors in both the objective
function and the constraints. In addition, the
experiment is designed to include a number of
error scenarios coupled with a number of solution tolerance errors.
(3) Regression analysis is adopted to create an equation for each error scenario to examine the relationship between the model input error, the
solution tolerance error, and the model output
error. Thus, decision makers can predict model
output errors given model input errors and solution tolerance errors for similar models in practice.
(4) Some useful information and managerial suggestions based on the test results are proposed
to assist decision makers in designing suitable
strategies for dealing with similar problems in
practice. For example, the design of employee
training procedures or data handling processes
to reduce model input errors or the setting of
suitable solution tolerance errors so that model
output errors and solution times can be reduced
or controlled.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the project scheduling
model. In Section 3, the modiﬁed model is described.
In Section 4, we discuss uncertain parameters
involved in the model. In Section 5, an approach to
evaluate the model output error is proposed. In
Section 6, error tests over uncertain parameter
values and regression analysis of test results are
carried out. Finally, some conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Section 7.

2. Introduction to Chen et al.'s model
In this study we use the project scheduling model
proposed by Chen et al. [21]; as an example, to
perform the tests and to evaluate the effect of
parameter uncertainties on the correctness of the
results. There are two main reasons for choosing
this model: ﬁrst, it is easy to design various scenarios with controllable and random errors and to
perform error tests over uncertain parameter values;
second, extensive tests can be performed using 552
instances obtained from the project scheduling
problem library (PSPLIB; http://www.om-db.wi.
tum.de/psplib/main.html) associated with the
model. Note that the proposed method can be
applied to any optimization model which can be
optimally solved using an exact solution algorithm.
Studies on other models may be performed in the
future. The model used here mainly deals with the
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multi-mode resource constrained project scheduling problem with discounted cash ﬂows
(MRCPSPDCF) with the PAC (payment at activity
completion time) method for short term operations.
In this type of project scheduling problem, each
project is made up of several activities. Each project
must be concluded within an expected completion
period. There are three factors that need to be
considered when implementing the project: multiple modes, the use of renewable and non-renewable
resources and the net present value (NPV). Activity
preemption is not allowed. Each activity is carried
out only by a single mode. Each mode has a speciﬁc
duration and a speciﬁc consumption of renewable
and non-renewable resources. The amount of
renewable/non-renewable resources available for
each time period/project period needs to be
controlled.
Each
renewable/non-renewable
resource has a speciﬁc cost. A discounted cash ﬂow
equation must be constructed to calculate the present value of the net cash ﬂow of each activity. In
Chen et al. [21]; all cash outﬂows for each activity
are set at the activity starting time. All cash inﬂows
for each activity conform to the PAC method. The
aim of the MRCPSPDCF is to maximize the NPV of
all cash ﬂows for all activities in the project. Chen et
al. [21] employed a time-precedence network ﬂow
technique to construct a generalized network ﬂow
model to optimally solve the MRCPSPDCF using
the CPLEX11.1 mathematical programming software. For convenience, we brieﬂy introduce the
original model below. The interested reader may
refer to Chen et al. [21] for a more detailed
explanation.
Firstly, symbols and notations used in Chen et al.'s
model are listed below.
Decision variable:
yijk : kth arc ﬂow associated with node pair (i,j ).
Parameters:
cijk
rijkl
rijko
al
b0
sqi
mqik
d
v
f
uijk

: present value of net cash ﬂow associated with arc (i,j,k);
: lth renewable resource amount associated with arc (i,j,k);
: oth non-renewable resource amount associated with arc (i,j,k);
: available lth renewable resource amount;
: available oth non-renewable resource amount;
: number of predecessors associated with node pair (q,i);
: ﬂow adjustment coefﬁcient associated with arc (q,i,k);
: dth activity;
: supply point;
: collection point;
: arc (i,j,k) ﬂow upper bound.

Sets:
N
D

: set of nodes;
: set of activities;

W
Wd
Aij
Bqi
RR
NR
Th
T
I

: set of node pairs associated with activities;
: set of node pairs associated with the dth activity;
: set of parallel activity arcs associated with the node pair (i,j );
: set of arcs preceding the node pair (q,i);
: set of renewable resources;
: set of non-renewable resources;
: set of node pairs associated with the hth time point;
: set of time points associated with the project duration.
: set of integers.

The model is shown as follows:
Maximize:
XX
cijk yijk

ð1Þ

ij2W k2Aij

Subject to:
XX
XX
yijk 
mqik yqik
j2N k2Aij

q2N k2Aqi

8
i¼v
< 1; if
¼ 0; others
ci2N
:
i¼f
1; if

X

sqi yqik 

XX

yijk cðq; iÞ2W

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

ij2Bqi k2Aij

k2Aij

X X

yijk ¼ 1 d2D

ð4Þ

rijkl yijk  al ch2T; l2RR

ð5Þ

rijko yijk  bo o2NR

ð6Þ

ij2Wd k2Aij

XX
ij2Th k2Aij

XX
ij2W k2Aij

0  yijk  uijk ; xijk 2 I ck2Aij ; cði; jÞ2W

ð7Þ

Equation (1) is the objective function that maximizes the NPV of all cash ﬂows for all activities in
the project. Equation (2) ensures the ﬂow conservation at every node in the network. Equation (3)
denotes the precedence constraints between related
activities. Equation (4) indicates that one mode only
is selected for executing every activity. Equations (5)
and (6) constrain the use of the available amount of
renewable and non-renewable resources, respectively. Equation (7) ensures that all the arc ﬂows are
within their bounds.
Note that this model may be demonstrated to be
infeasible when carrying out the error tests for the
available amount of renewable and non-renewable
resources. The model has to be suitably revised to
alleviate this problem. The revised model is
described in the next section.
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3. The revised model
When carrying out the error tests for calculation of
the available amount of renewable and nonrenewable resources, the estimated available
amount of resources could be less than the amount
of resources required to ﬁnish the project (i.e.,
resource demand is greater than resource supply),
so that the project cannot be completed (i.e., the
model has no feasible solution). To avoid this
occurring, Equations (1), (5) and (6) are revised to
produce Equations (8), (9) and (12). The rest of the
equations remain the same.
In Equations (8) and (9), extra amounts of the lth
renewable resource and the oth non-renewable
resource need to be added to the right-hand side in
both equations, to complete the project. Notations dl
and go denote the extra amount of the lth renewable
resource and the extra amount of the oth nonrenewable resource required, respectively.
XX
rijkl yijk  al þ dl ch 2 T; l2RR
ð8Þ
ij2Th k2Aij

XX

rijko yijk  bo þ go o2NR

ð9Þ

ij2W k2Aij

Two new Equations (10) and (11) are added to
ensure the non-negativity and integrality of the
extra amount of the lth renewable resource and the
oth non-renewable resource, respectively.
dl  0&dl 2Integer l2RR

ð10Þ

go  0&go 2Integer o2NR

ð11Þ

In Equation (12), two penalty values, based on the
extra amount of the lth renewable resource and the
oth non-renewable resource required to complete
the project, are added. Notations pvl and pvo
represent the penalty value for extra use of a lth
renewable resource and for extra use of a oth nonrenewable resource, respectively.
XX
Max
cijk yijk  pvl dl  pvo go
ð12Þ
ij2W k2Aij

4. Discussion of uncertain parameters
included in the model
There is only one parameter (i.e., cijk ) included in
the objective function. Parameter cijk is used to express the NPV of all cash ﬂows associated with each
activity with a speciﬁc mode or the reward/penalty
value associated with the collection arc. The NPV of
all cash ﬂows associated with each activity with a
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speciﬁc mode can be computed by a discounted
cash ﬂow equation comprised of three elements: the
discount rate, all cash outﬂows for each activity with
a speciﬁc mode and all cash inﬂows for each activity
with a speciﬁc mode. The discount rate, a proﬁt
return value, is a certain parameter. In Chen et al.
[21]; all cash outﬂows for each activity with a speciﬁc
mode are equal to the mode cost. The mode cost can
be calculated by multiplying the amount of renewable and non-renewable resources required by the
mode by the unit cost of these resources. Since each
mode is associated with a certain way of working,
the amount of renewable and non-renewable resources required by each mode can be precisely
evaluated, meaning that the amount of resources
required by each mode will not contain errors. The
unit cost of renewable and non-renewable resources
usually requires the calculation of many complicated item costs, making it difﬁcult to completely
grasp and so it will contain errors (i.e., it is uncertain). In addition, all cash inﬂows for each activity
with a speciﬁc mode are equal to the total contract
payment for the project divided by the number of
activities in the project. In practice, before executing
the project, the decision maker can precisely evaluate the total contract payment and the number of
activities in the project, meaning that they will not
contain errors. The reward and penalty values for
the collection arc will not contain errors, because
they are mainly set by the decision maker.
There are six equations (i.e., Equations (2)e(7)) for
the constraints. Equation (2) is used to ensure ﬂow
conservation for each node in the network and the
values of parameter mqik will not contain errors.
Equation (3) is used to assure the precedence relationship for the activities and the values of parameter sqi will not contain errors. Equation (4) is used to
ensure that each activity is executed using a speciﬁc
mode and the given parameter values will not
contain errors. Equations (5) and (6) are used to
manage the use of the renewable and non-renewable resources, respectively. The values of parameters al and bo in these two equations may contain
errors, because, in practice, to save time, only a
rough estimate of the available amount of renewable and non-renewable resources required is
made. In addition, the values of parameters rijkl and
rijko will not contain errors, because each mode is
associated with a way of working, meaning that the
amount of renewable and non-renewable resources
consumed by each mode can be precisely estimated.
Equation (7) is used to deﬁne the bounds of all arc
ﬂows in the network, so the values of parameter uijk
and the given parameter values will not contain
errors.
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To conclude the above analysis, the unit cost as
well as the available amounts of renewable and nonrenewable resources are uncertain parameters.
Therefore, in this study, the error tests are mainly
carried out over these uncertain parameter values.

5. An approach for evaluating model output
errors
In this section an approach for evaluating the solution correctness is proposed in order to explore
the output errors of Chen et al.'s model which
contains uncertain parameters in both the objective
function and the constraints. As discussed in Section
4, the exploration of model output errors carried out
in the approach is mainly on the revised model.
Note that because many of the parameters which
could exist in an optimization model with controllable and random errors, as in Chen et al.'s model,
lack a speciﬁc pattern, traditional sensitivity analysis
and parametric programming techniques cannot be
used to examine the effect of the parameter errors
on the model output. Generally, when performing
the evaluation of uncertain parameter values, the
existence of both controllable and random errors
has to be considered. Hence, several different input
error scenarios are designed to represent different
conditions.
Each error scenario is associated with a speciﬁc
error range which is adjustable. The error range is
used to generate controllable and random errors.
For instance, when the error range is set to ±3%, the
generated controllable and random errors will be in
the range of ±3%. According to Kline and McClintock [35] the generation of controllable and random
errors conforms to a normal distribution. In this
approach, the generation of controllable and
random errors associated with all designed error
scenarios mainly conforms to a truncated standard
normal distribution (the two tails for the distribution are separately cut by 5%) in order to avoid
generating extreme errors. If only one set of errors
is produced for each scenario, the produced error
may be excessively subjective. To increase the objectivity, each error scenario will be designed to
produce multiple sets of errors. The evaluation of a
suitable set of errors for each error scenario will be
discussed in Section 6.2. In addition, we can use
each set of errors produced in each error scenario
coupled with the real value of uncertain parameters
to calculate the corresponding value of uncertain
parameters for the error scenario. A simple example
is used to explain how to use the set of errors produced in an error scenario coupled with the real
value of an uncertain parameter to calculate the

corresponding value of the uncertain parameter. In
this example, the value of an uncertain parameter e
needs to be evaluated. The real value of uncertain
parameter e is assumed to be 200. There is only one
set of controllable and random errors generated in
the error scenario. The error range for the error
scenario is set to be ±3%. The generated controllable and random errors are 0.02 and 0.01,
respectively. In the error scenario, the value of e
can be obtained by taking the real value of uncertain parameter e plus the value inﬂuenced by
the generated controllable and random errors.
Therefore, the value of e in the error scenario is 202
(¼ 200 þ 200*(0.02 - 0.01)). There is a model solution
corresponding to each set of errors generated in
each error scenario. Since there are multiple sets of
errors generated for each error scenario, each error
scenario has multiple corresponding model solutions. In this approach, multiple model solutions for
each error scenario must be averaged to become a
representative model solution associated with the
error scenario.
The effect of the solution tolerance errors on the
model output errors is also examined. Various solution tolerance errors are designed when solving
the revised model with uncertain parameter values
for each error scenario. An equation is proposed to
compute the gap between the real optimal solution
and the solution obtained from the revised model
with uncertain parameter values for the speciﬁc
error scenario and the speciﬁc solution tolerance
error setting, as discussed below. In the equation,
for convenience, the solution obtained from Chen et
al.'s model with real parameter values, and a solution tolerance error of 0% is regarded as the real
optimal solution. Parameter value settings for the
revised model will be introduced in Section 6.1. The
real parameter value settings are the same as those
set in Chen et al. [21]. In the equation, the notation
RS indicates the representative model solution for
the revised model with uncertain parameter values
under the speciﬁc error scenario, coupled with the
speciﬁc solution tolerance error setting and OS indicates the real optimal solution.
RS  OS
Model output errorsð%Þ ¼ j
j  100%
OS

6. Error tests for uncertain parameter values
Error tests for uncertain parameter values are
carried out using 552 test instances for a 30-activity
project scheduling problem, as used in Chen et al.
[21]. The data for the test instances can be obtained
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directly from the project scheduling problem library
(http://www.om-db.wi.tum.de/psplib/main.html).
The Visual Cþþ programming language, coupled
with CPLEX 11.1 (the solution procedure is
comprised of the branch and bound method,
coupled with the simplex method) is used to
construct and solve the model. A Celeron-M540 2.30
GHz CPU with 2.0 GB of RAM operating in the
environment of Microsoft Windows XP is utilized to
perform the tests.
6.1. Parameter value settings for the revised model
The same parameter value settings are used for all
test instances in this study. To save space, a test
instance with a PSPLIB ﬁle number of mf11_.bas is
utilized to introduce the parameter value settings
for the revised model. In the test instance, three
modes are provided for executing each activity. The
time period of each mode is between 1 and 10 time
units. The time units are adjustable (e.g., it can be
set to be a quarter of a year, half a year, or a year).
The type of renewable resource is two (i.e., R1 and
R2). The type of non-renewable resource is two (i.e.,
N1 and N2). The expected ﬁnish period of the
project is 35 time units. The available amounts for
R1/R2 per time unit are 32/28. The available
amounts for N1/N2 in the analysis period are 86/93.
The analysis period (i.e., the longest execution
period of the project) is 78 time units, which is
computed by the label-correcting algorithm used in
Chen et al. [21]. For the period and the resource
demand related to the mode, as well as the successors for each activity, please refer to the ﬁle. There
are some data (e.g., the cost parameter data for the
activities, the permissible work periods for the activities, and the data for the dummy activity arcs)
that are not provided in the ﬁle. For convenience,
these data are mainly identical to those used by
Chen et al. [21]. The contract payment for the project
is 4,000,000 monetary units. The monetary unit is
adjustable (e.g., it can be set to be USD or NTD). All
cash inﬂows for each activity with all modes are
equal to the contract payment for the project
divided by the number of activities in the project.
All cash inﬂows for each activity with all modes in
the test instance can be computed to be about
133,333 (¼ 4,000,000/30) monetary units. All cash
outﬂows for each activity are equal to the cost of the
mode performing the activity. The collection arc cost
is 4000 monetary units per time unit. The discount
rate is 0.03 per time unit. In addition, we employ the
methods proposed in Chen et al. [21] to build the
dummy activity arcs and calculate the permissible
work periods for the activities.

In accordance with the analysis in Section 3, in
Chen et al.'s model, the unit cost and the available
amounts for R1/R2/N1/N2 are considered to be
uncertain parameters. Accordingly, we design 15
error scenarios for the unit cost and available
amounts for R1/R2/N1/N2; see Table 1. No error
exists for the uncertain parameter values in error
scenario 1. Since the change in the controllable error
range is more obvious than in the random error
range for a short-term planning model, there are
two random error ranges (i.e., 0% and ±5%) set and
seven controllable error ranges (i.e., ±1%, ±3%,
±5%, ±7%, ±10%, ±15% and ±20%) set in the other
error scenarios. Note that the unit costs for resources should not be signiﬁcantly variated within
the short period in practice. Consequently, the
range of random errors for these costs is expectedly
small, compared with that of the controllable errors.
That is why the maximum random error is set
smaller than the maximum controllable error. Note
that the ranges of random errors and controllable
errors, which are associated with the problems and
the environment, are adjustable in real practices.
This study does not evaluate the inﬂuence of purely
random errors on model output errors, because we
want to focus on understanding the inﬂuence of
controllable errors on output errors. In the future,
the inﬂuence of purely random errors can be evaluated. The real value of the unit cost for R1/R2/N1/
N2 is set to be 13,065/5823/11,628/5538 monetary
units, the same as that set in Chen et al. [21]. The
real value of the available amount for R1/R2/N1/N2
is set to be the same as that given for the test
instance. The penalty value used for the extra use of
R1/R2 is set to be 1.5 times the unit cost for R1/R2
(i.e., 19,598/8735 monetary units). The penalty value
used for the extra use of N1/N2 is set to be 2 times

Table 1. Error scenarios for the uncertain parameter values.
Error scenario

Controllable error range

Random error range

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

e
±1%
±3%
±5%
±7%
±10%
±15%
±20%
±1%
±3%
±5%
±7%
±10%
±15%
±20%

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
±5%
±5%
±5%
±5%
±5%
±5%
±5%

Note: The notation “–” denotes that no error range exists.

Fig. 1. Average objective values for various numbers of scenarios.

0.41 (27.79)
0.88 (27.93)
2.32 (28.30)
3.80 (27.74)
5.45 (28.72)
7.21 (29.67)
11.41 (29.22)
17.52 (27.59)
3.37 (28.07)
4.11 (30.59)
7.59 (28.41)
10.65 (28.95)
12.44 (28.38)
14.98 (28.50)
20.32 (28.58)

0.75 (24.09)
0.98 (24.83)
2.42 (26.14)
3.92 (24.34)
5.62 (25.47)
7.39 (26.72)
11.50 (24.94)
17.62 (24.36)
3.51 (24.31)
4.33 (27.19)
7.85 (26.29)
10.81 (26.76)
12.73 (25.01)
15.48 (24.09)
20.58 (25.25)

1.54 (20.73)
1.09 (21.63)
2.91 (23.85)
4.14 (22.50)
5.91 (22.45)
7.62 (22.56)
12.03 (23.03)
17.85 (22.16)
3.72 (20.94)
4.67 (24.22)
8.12 (22.02)
11.14 (22.29)
13.04 (22.55)
15.83 (21.53)
20.75 (22.44)

3
2.33 (19.60)
1.62 (19.82)
3.13 (21.01)
4.62 (20.18)
6.53 (20.21)
8.64 (19.91)
12.92 (20.85)
18.61 (19.07)
3.99 (19.80)
4.95 (20.55)
8.93 (20.53)
12.12 (20.48)
14.03 (20.29)
16.84 (19.84)
21.83 (21.01)

4
2.75 (18.85)
1.84 (18.50)
3.42 (19.71)
4.94 (18.52)
7.11 (19.18)
9.17 (19.08)
13.99 (19.79)
19.16 (18.35)
4.06 (19.04)
5.74 (18.75)
9.82 (19.37)
12.31 (19.57)
14.85 (18.85)
17.65 (19.10)
22.42 (19.91)

5

3.21 (18.11)
2.71 (18.05)
3.92 (18.04)
5.55 (17.85)
7.83 (18.10)
10.07 (18.71)
14.87 (19.14)
19.75 (17.70)
4.47 (18.30)
5.93 (17.02)
10.35 (18.47)
12.63 (17.19)
15.58 (18.40)
18.34 (18.28)
23.25 (19.22)

6

3.79 (17.87)
3.26 (17.37)
4.44 (16.89)
6.09 (17.32)
8.14 (17.83)
10.95 (18.49)
15.46 (18.66)
20.26 (17.53)
5.09 (18.05)
6.14 (16.19)
10.68 (17.31)
13.45 (16.96)
16.02 (17.88)
19.03 (17.94)
23.97 (18.13)

7

4.62 (17.31)
3.81 (16.53)
4.88 (16.43)
6.61 (16.97)
8.63 (17.37)
11.53 (18.18)
16.24 (18.13)
21.09 (16.78)
5.38 (17.48)
6.54 (15.53)
11.25 (16.79)
14.36 (16.76)
16.56 (17.01)
19.95 (17.69)
24.78 (17.23)

8

5.23 (16.73)
4.34 (16.17)
5.75 (15.29)
7.35 (16.61)
9.56 (17.14)
12.61 (17.79)
17.45 (16.73)
21.84 (16.33)
5.51 (16.90)
6.96 (14.93)
11.54 (16.58)
15.46 (16.70)
18.25 (16.54)
20.65 (17.25)
26.07 (15.90)

9

5.97 (15.42)
5.65 (14.99)
6.99 (14.46)
8.74 (16.01)
10.62 (16.16)
14.44 (16.92)
18.57 (16.28)
23.53 (15.67)
6.31 (15.57)
7.81 (14.46)
12.55 (15.64)
16.17 (16.63)
20.62 (16.40)
23.04 (16.21)
28.09 (14.34)

10

Note: The number outside the brackets associated with an error scenario and a solution tolerance error indicates the average real solution error (also the average model output error)
(%) for all test instances; the number inside the brackets associated with an error scenario and a solution tolerance error denotes the average solution time (seconds) for all test
instances.

0 (31.27)
0.74 (32.10)
2.18 (33.26)
3.57 (32.17)
5.36 (31.79)
6.94 (33.11)
11.32 (32.82)
17.43 (31.47)
3.23 (31.59)
4.01 (33.26)
7.28 (32.93)
10.41 (32.24)
12.36 (31.76)
14.72 (32.26)
20.11 (32.39)

2

To ascertain how many error sets need to be
generated for each of the error scenarios ranging
from 2 to 15, the evaluation of a proper error set
must be carried out. For convenience, error scenario
11 is evaluated, with zero solution tolerance error.
Ten situations, from 40 to 130 scenarios, increasing
in increments of 10 scenarios, are tested in the
evaluation. Each scenario has a speciﬁc set of
random and controllable errors. The test instance
used here is the same as that explained in Section
6.1. As shown in Fig. 1, after 100 scenarios, the
average objective values stabilize. For ease of
testing, when solving each test instance for each
problem, with all solution tolerance error settings,
100 error scenarios are generated for each of error
scenarios 2 to 15.
Table 2 shows the output results for a project that
includes 30 activities under different error scenarios,
with different solution tolerance error settings. For
error scenario 1 in Table 2, we show the average real
solution errors (%) and average solution time

1

6.2. Output results

0

Solution tolerance error (%)

the unit cost for N1/N2 (i.e., 23,256/11,076 monetary
units). The main reason for this is that renewable
resources are easier to obtain than non-renewable
resources.
The test instance contains a time-precedence
network. There are 79 time-precedence points
associated with each precedence point in the analysis period. The revised model includes 2028 nodes,
6151 arcs and 14,511 constraints, in which 2028
constraints are used to ensure the ﬂow conservation
of all nodes, 6151 constraints are used to ensure the
all arc ﬂow bounds, and 6332 side constraints are
used to comply with the operating regulations. In
terms of solving the revised model under each error
scenario, we design 11 solution tolerance errors,
from 0% to 10%, in increments of 1%.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Error scenario
No.

Table 2. Output results for each error scenario.
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(seconds) for all test instances under each solution
tolerance error setting. Since no errors exist in uncertain parameter values for error scenario 1, the
average real solution error is zero when the solution
tolerance error is set to be 0%, meaning that the
solutions are real optimal solutions. In addition, the
larger the solution tolerance error set, the larger the
average real solution error and the shorter the
average solution time. In contrast, the smaller the
solution tolerance error set, the smaller the average
model output error and the longer the average solution time.
Figs. 2e5 show more detailed results for error
scenarios 2 to 15. Note that in these four ﬁgures, the
presented solution tolerance errors are the solution
tolerance error settings in CPLEX 11.1. Fig. 2 and 3
show that the model output errors for each of error
scenarios 2 to 15 are still positive when the solution
tolerance error is set to 0%. Based on this, we ﬁnd
that when the engineering optimization model
contains uncertain parameters (i.e., model input
contains errors), the model solution is not optimal
(i.e., model output contains errors), even though the
solution tolerance error is set to 0%. This means that
any decision made using the solution obtained from
an engineering optimization model with uncertain
parameters is not optimal. On the other hand, the
lower the error range set, the smaller the average
model output error shown for error scenarios 2 to 8/
9 to 15, with a solution tolerance error setting of 0%.
Based on this, we ﬁnd that the model output error
can be expected to be lowered by increasing the
precision of uncertain parameter values.
Fig. 4 shows the relative increase in average model
output errors regarding all error scenarios 2e15 as
the solution tolerance error increases. It is found
that when the solution tolerance error is less than
3%, the relative increase in average model output
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errors is not signiﬁcant. Fig. 5 shows the relative
decrease in average solution time for all error scenarios 2e15 as the solution tolerance error increases. It is found that under a solution tolerance
error of 3%, the relative decrease in average solution
time for these error scenarios is signiﬁcant. The
implication is that when solving Chen et al.'s model
or similar models, with uncertain parameter values,
with approximation solution algorithms, the solution tolerance error should be set to about 3%, to
maintain solution correctness while signiﬁcantly
shortening the solution time. Note that suitable solutions tolerance error settings may differ depending upon whether CPLEX or other solution
algorithms are used to solve other models with
uncertain parameters and further testing is needed.
T-test is carried out to understand whether the
model output errors for each of error scenarios 2e15
with 0% solution tolerance error are greater than
those obtained by [32,33]; where only uncertain
parameters are included in either the objective
function or the constraints. The signiﬁcance level a
is set to be 1%. The results indicate that the p-values
of all t-tests are all below the signiﬁcance level a of
1%. This shows that the model output errors for
each of error scenarios 2e15 obtained in this study
are greater than those obtained in Yan et al. [32]/Yan
et al. [32]. As a result, when more uncertain parameters are included in the model, there will be
more model output errors generated.
6.3. Regression analysis
We use the SAS 9.3 software to perform regression analysis of the test results for each error scenario in order to understand the relationship
between model input error, solution tolerance error
and model output error. There are two independent

Fig. 2. Average model output errors for each of error scenarios 2e8 with various solution tolerance errors.
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Fig. 3. Average model output errors for each of error scenarios 9e15 with various solution tolerance errors.

variables x1 and x2 (i.e., model input error and solution tolerance error) and one dependent variable y
(i.e., model output error) in the regression analysis.
A test of the independence associated with x1 and x2
will be carried out later. The regression equation is
estimated with respect to an error scenario. The
model output error can be predicted given the
controllable input error and the solution tolerance
error associated with the regression equation. Since
there is no model input error in error scenario 1,
there is only one independent variable x2 in the
corresponding regression equation. The regression
equations corresponding to each of error scenarios 2
to 15 include two independent variables x1 and x2 .
To assure the appropriateness of the regression
equation associated for each error scenario, the
powers for x1 and x2 need to be evaluated. The
powers of x1 and x2 are ﬁrst set to be 1. We found
most of the R-square values associated with the
equations to be less than 0.3, meaning that they
were not good enough to predict model output errors. We then proposed a simple way of evaluating

the proper powers for x1 and x2 as follows. First,
error scenarios 2 to 15 are divided into two categories. One contains error scenarios 2 to 8 where x1
includes controllable error only. The other contains
error scenarios 9 to 15 where x1 includes both
random and controllable errors. We carry out t-test
on the test results of the two categories, where the
signiﬁcance level a is set to be 1%, to understand
whether the test results for the two categories will
be different. The results indicate that the p-values of
the t-test are below the signiﬁcance level a of 1%,
showing that there are notable differences in the test
results between error scenarios 2e8 and error scenarios 9e15. Now, regression analysis of all test results of error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15 for each
problem is carried out. Various powers for x1 and x2
are tested, from 0.6 to 1.5, in increments of 0.1. The
intercept of the regression equation is set to zero.
After performing the tests, we choose the powers for
x1 and x2 so that the corresponding regression
equation has the best adjusted R-square value for
each of error scenarios 2e8/9-15. The power for x2

Fig. 4. Relative increase in average model output errors for error scenarios 2e15 as solution tolerance error increases.
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Fig. 5. Relative decrease in average solution time for error scenarios 2e15 as solution tolerance error increases.

for the regression equation for error scenario 1 is set
to be the same as that for the regression equation
with the best adjusted R-square value for error
scenarios 2 to 8.
The estimated regression equations and the corresponding adjusted R-square values for all error
scenarios are presented in Table 3. For each equation, the sample size is 6072 (¼ 552*11; the ﬁrst
number indicates the number of test instances and
the latter the number of solution tolerance errors).
According to the proposed method, the best
adjusted R-square value for the estimated regression equation for error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15 is
obtained when the powers for x1 and x2 are equal to
1.3/1.4 and 0.8/0.8. The controllable error is ampliﬁed more than the solution tolerance error under a
random error setting. Note that the power for x2 in
the estimated regression equation associated with
error scenario 1 is set to be 0.8. Based on the Pearson
correlation coefﬁcient test, the two independent
variables in the estimated regression equation for
each of error scenarios 2 to 15 are independent. The
results of t-test with a signiﬁcance level (i.e., a) of 1%

conﬁrm the parameter estimates of the estimated
regression equation for each error scenario to be
reliable. The results of F-test with a signiﬁcance
level (i.e., a) of 1% conﬁrm the estimated regression
equation for each error scenario to be reliable. In
addition, the adjusted R-square value for the estimated regression equation for each error scenario is
good (>0.8) and acceptable.
The two independent variables (i.e., x1 and x2 ) in
the estimated regression equation for each of error
scenarios 2 to 15 positively affect the dependent
variable (i.e., y). The effect of x1 on y slightly decreases for most estimated regression equations for
error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15. It can also be found
that the coefﬁcient values of x1 for the equations
corresponding to error scenarios 2 to 8 are greater
than those for the equations corresponding to error
scenarios 9 to 15, since with larger random errors,
the effect of solution tolerance error on model
output is diluted. Besides, the coefﬁcient values of x2
for most equations corresponding to error scenarios
9 to 15 are slightly less than those for the equations
corresponding to error scenarios 2 to 8, mainly

Table 3. Estimated regression equation for each error scenario.
Error scenario
No.

Estimated regression equation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2e8

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼

1:28x0:8
2 þ
0:87x1:3
1 þ
0:72x1:3
1 þ
0:65x1:3
1 þ
0:63x1:3
1 þ
0:56x1:3
1 þ
0:52x1:3
1 þ
0:61x1:3
1 þ
0:60x1:3
1 þ

e
0:83x0:8
2 þ
0:96x0:8
2 þ
1:45x0:8
2 þ
1:61x0:8
2 þ
2:07x0:8
2 þ
2:21x0:8
2 þ
2:53x0:8
2 þ
1:87x0:8
2 þ

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Adjusted R-square

Error scenario
No.

Estimated regression equation

0.8635
0.9136
0.9054
0.8974
0.9131
0.9058
0.9022
0.8938
0.8729

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
9e15

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼
¼

0:41x1:4
1 þ
0:34x1:4
1 þ
0:45x1:4
1 þ
0:50x1:4
1 þ
0:44x1:4
1 þ
0:39x1:4
1 þ
0:42x1:4
1 þ
0:38x1:4
1 þ

0:89x0:8
2 þ
1:04x0:8
2 þ
1:51x0:8
2 þ
1:62x0:8
2 þ
2:16x0:8
2 þ
2:31x0:8
2 þ
2:69x0:8
2 þ
1:77x0:8
2 þ

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Adjusted
R-square
0.8831
0.8991
0.8725
0.9036
0.9012
0.8957
0.8818
0.8521

Note: The symbol y/x1 /x2 /e represents model output error/model input error/solution tolerance error/error item. For each equation, the
p-values from t-test are below the signiﬁcance level a of 1%, indicating that the parameter estimated for each equation is signiﬁcant, and
the p-values from F-test are below the signiﬁcance level a of 1%, indicating that each equation is signiﬁcant.
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because the coefﬁcient values of x2 for the equations
corresponding to error scenarios 9 to 15 are slightly
inﬂuenced by the random errors. For the equations
corresponding to error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15, the
coefﬁcient values of x2 are greater than those of x1 ,
but the power of x2 is less than that of x1 . With the
combined power effect, the inﬂuence of x1 on y will
be greater than that of x2 on y. In addition, the
powers of x1 for the estimated equations for error
scenarios 9 to 15 are greater than those for error
scenarios 2 to 8, indicating that an environment with
higher random errors could amplify model output
errors. The effect of x2 on y increases for the estimated equations for error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15
when the controllable error range associated with
uncertain parameter values increases. This implies
that, in an environment with higher random errors,
the setting of solution tolerance errors must be
carefully determined to avoid the occurrence of
excessive model output errors. Finally, these
regression equations could be useful for decision
makers to predict possible model output errors
given model input errors and solution tolerance
errors for similar models.
6.4. Findings and discussion of the output results
Some important ﬁndings obtained from the
output results are detailed below.
(1) When an engineering optimization model includes uncertain parameters, the model output
will contain errors even though the solution
tolerance error is set to 0%. Decisions made with
this solution will not be optimal, although it has
always been thought that they were optimal.
Moreover, for solving engineering optimization
models with uncertain parameters, the fewer the
model input errors set, the smaller the model
output errors generated. In other words, we can
expect to decrease output errors by reducing
model input errors by enhancing the accuracy of
uncertain parameter values. Thus, decision
makers should design data handling processes
or train employees to reduce model input errors.
This would reduce model output errors.
(2) In order to shorten the solution time while
maintaining solution correctness, the solution
tolerance error should be set to 3% or 4% for
Chen et al.'s or similar models that contain uncertain parameters to solve real problems in
practice. This ensures that the obtained objective
values will not be signiﬁcantly different from the
exact ones, while the solution time could be
saved by 30%. Note that the most appropriate

solution tolerance error settings for other optimization models with uncertain parameters may
be different and can be similarly examined in the
future. Note also that it is usually necessary to
utilize approximation solution algorithms with a
solution tolerance error to efﬁciently solve engineering optimization models that are characterized as NP-hard [36]. Decision makers may
also decide how to set the solution tolerance
errors to solve for near-optimal solutions to
control model output errors.
(3) Many reliable regression equations are estimated using the test results obtained in this
study from which many insights can be obtained. For example, when the given input error
range increases, there is a slight decrease in the
effect of the model input error on the output
errors for most regression equations for error
scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15 (i.e., model input errors
will not signiﬁcantly affect model output errors).
The coefﬁcient values of the model input error
for the equations corresponding to error scenarios 2 to 8 are greater than those for the
equations corresponding to error scenarios 9 to
15, because random errors dilute the effect. For
another example, for the equations corresponding to error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15, the coefﬁcient values of the solution tolerance error are
greater than those for the model input error, but
the power of the solution tolerance error is less
than that of the model input error. The combination effect makes the effect of model input
error greater than that of solution tolerance error
on model output error. Decision makers can
choose the most appropriate equation for the
prediction of possible model output errors when
solving the engineering optimization models
that are similar to Chen et al.'s model with uncertain parameters.
(4) For the regression equations for error scenarios
2 to 8/9 to 15, when the error range associated
with uncertain parameter values increases, the
effect of solution tolerance errors on model
output errors increases. This implies that if
random errors are considered, then the setting
of solution tolerance errors must be carefully
determined in order to avoid the occurrence of
excessive model output errors. In addition, the
powers of model input errors for the equations
for error scenarios 2 to 8 are less than those for
error scenarios 9 to 15, indicating that a decrease
in model input errors will lower the ampliﬁed
effect on model output errors. For the equations
for error scenarios 2 to 8/9 to 15, a decrease in
the number of uncertain parameters will cause
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that the powers of the model input errors drop.
Thus, when solving engineering optimization
models that are similar to Chen et al.'s model
with uncertain parameters, model input errors
and the number of uncertain parameters should
be lowered as much as possible in order to
lessen the ampliﬁed effect on model output
errors.
(5) The patterns of relationship between the input
error, solution tolerance and output error are
similar to those obtained by [32,33]; who focused
on parameter uncertainty in the objective function and in the constraints, respectively, verifying the usefulness of the proposed method.
However, after carrying out t-test of model
output errors for each of error scenarios 2e15
and making a comparison between the results
obtained in this study and in Yan et al. [32]/Yan
et al. [33]; we ﬁnd that the p-values of all t-tests
are below the signiﬁcance level a of 1%. This
shows that the model output errors for error
scenarios 2e15 obtained in this study are greater
than those obtained in Yan et al. [32]/Yan et al.
[33]; meaning that when more uncertain parameters are included in the model, there will be
more model output errors generated, mostly due
to the combined effect of parameter uncertainty
in the objective function and in the constraints.

7. Conclusions
This study develops an approach, using Chen et
al.'s [21] model as a testbed, to examine the solution
correctness of optimization models with uncertain
parameter values under various controllable and
random error scenarios in the objective function and
in the constraints, with various solution tolerance
error settings. To model is revised to ensure feasibility in all tests. To verify the proposed approach,
we design 15 error scenarios for controllable and
random errors, and 11 solution tolerance errors.
With 552 test instances, there are a total of 91,080
(¼15*11*552) tests in the experiment. Regression
analysis of the output results is carried out in order
to understand the relationship between the model
input error, the solution tolerance error and the
model output error. Useful ﬁndings are obtained
which should help decision makers adopting Chen
et al.'s model or similar models in real world practices. For example, to shorten the solution time
while maintaining solution correctness, the solution
tolerance error may be set as 3% or 4% when
applying models with uncertain parameters in
practice. However, the solution tolerance settings
may be different for other optimization models with
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uncertain parameters and can be similarly examined in the future.
Many reliable regression equations are estimated
using the test results obtained in this study from
which many insights can be obtained. For example,
random errors dilute the effect of model input errors
on model output errors, but the effect is still greater
than that of solution tolerance error on model output
error. For another example, the solution tolerance
errors should be carefully set to avoid the occurrence
of excessive model output errors when there are
additional random errors contained in the model
input errors. Moreover, the combined effect of
parameter uncertainty in the objective function and in
the constraints on the solution correctness is higher
than the individual effect of parameter uncertainty in
either the objective function or the constraints. Decision makers can select the most appropriate equation
for predicting possible model output errors, and
adopt strategies to reduce the model output error,
when solving the engineering optimization models
that are similar to Chen et al.'s model with uncertain
parameters. Finally, although the obtained results
and ﬁndings in this study could be applied to Chen et
al.'s model or similar models, the proposed application process could also be useful for the decision
makers to examine other optimization models,
including maritime transport optimization models, in
the future, so that these models can be more efﬁciently and effectively applied in practice.
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